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Abstract
For the process e+e - -+ p+p-(n) , the cross section and forward-backward charge asymmetry
are measured at the highest ever center of mass energies which ranged from 130 to 183GeV. The
data originates from 85pb - 1 of integrated luminosity collected with the L3 detector at LEP. The
measured muon pair cross section and forward-backward asymmetry agree with the Standard Model
prediction with a XMI /N = .61 with 10 degrees of freedom. A mass limit on an additional heavy,
neutral gauge boson of Mz, > 315GeV is set using muon pair production alone, rising to Mz, >
805GeV when all final states are considered. A search for an excited lepton decaying via p* -+ fy
excludes such objects with electromagnetic coupling up to 183GeV.
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1 Introduction
The cross section and forward-backward charge asymmetry for the process e+e - -+ t+p-(n) are
measured using 85pb - 1 of data taken above the Z pole at center of mass energies as large as 183GeV.
The data cover the highest energy range of electron-positron annihilation ever measured.
The 85pb - 1 of data was collected with the L3 detector. The L3 [1, 2] detector is located at
the LEP [3, 4] accelerator complex in Geneva, Switzerland. Three other experiments, ALEPH [5],
DELPHI [6], and OPAL [7], are also taking data at LEP.
The Standard Model is the currently accepted theoretical interpretation of the experimental data.
No difference with the Standard Model and experimental measurements has yet been confirmed;
however, the theoretical consensus is that at some energy range, the Standard Model must break
down. In the early 1990s, lepton and quark pair production measurements [8] in electron-positron
collisions at the Z pole provided one of the most stringent tests of the Standard Model of Electroweak
interactions. In 1995-97, data from electron-positron collisions well above the Z pole has been taken.
New physics processes predicted by the Standard Model, like WW pair production and ZZ pair
production, start to play a role, yet the Fermion pair production observables are still important to
measure in the high energy data because they are sensitive to new types of physics. For example,
an additional heavy boson, Z', with a mass Mz, < 1TeV interfering with the Z is predicted to
make a detectable distortions to the cross section and forward-backward asymmetry of the process
e+e - -+ p+p-(n-y) in the high energy data (Section 2).
There are many published measurements of lepton pair production at LEP, [9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. There is not yet any published measurement of lepton pair production at
the highest LEP energy data set, Vr = 183GeV, which is significant since 60% of the integrated
luminosity collected was collected at ,F = 183GeV.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Feynman graphs for the muon-pair production via (a) photon and (b) Z
exchange.
2 Theory
One hundred years of experimental work [20, 21] and the corresponding theoretical interpretation
has allowed a concise picture of nature to be developed which, in addition to describing all of
the experimental data, makes predictions. The next sections discuss the predictions made by the
Standard Model of electroweak interactions (Appendix E) for the reaction e+e- -+ p+p-(ny) .
Examples of distortions to the Standard Model predictions stemming from new physics particles are
discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
2.1 The Born Approximation
The Born approximation consists of taking only the two tree level Feynman diagrams corre-
sponding to Z and to y exchange (Figure 1) into account and ignoring the infinite number of other
higher order diagrams. The tree level Higgs exchange has been neglected due to the predicted small
Yukawa coupling to the electron.
2.1.1 Born Cross Section for the Process e+e- -+ i+p-
The Born level differential cross section,ao, of the process e+e- -- p+p-is [22]
d = N -t{Gl(s)(1 +cs 2 0)+G 2 (S)Ptin20+G3(S) Vl-1 t2cos9}. (1)
The angle 0 is defined by the incoming e- and the outgoing p- (Figure 2). The invariant mass is
denoted by s, the muon mass is denoted by m,, and Ne = 1 is the color factor for the muon. The
threshold to produce a real muon pair, pt, is 4 . The vector and axial couplings, v and a, are
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absorbed in the functions
Gi(s) = Q - 2ve,Q, xo(s) + (vI+ ea ) + a(1 - pt)}xo(s)1 2
G2 (s) = Q - 2VeVLQtII Xo S) + ( 2 + a)v,2 Io(S)12
G3 (s) = -2aeaQ JXo(s) + 4veaevUaxo(s) 2 .
Q1, the muon charge, is -1. Note that these formulas hold for any fermion simply by replacing the
muon charge, mass, and color factor by that of the corresponding fermion. The propagator in the
lowest order Breit-Wigner approximation, Xy, and the Z width, FZ, are given by
X0 (s) = -
s- M + iMzr
= N -Mz t{v(1 + )+a (1 - pt)}
The sum Ef is over all energetically allowed fermion pairs, f. After the angular integration of
Equation 1, one is left with
= NCl' { Gl(s) + -G2(s8)pt}). (2)2s C 3
One can neglect the muon mass and write Equation 2 in terms of the couplings making the QED,
interference, and Z terms manifest
472
0 3s (Q2 - 2veV ,Q,'RXo(s)j + (v2 + a ) (v + a )Ixo(s) 2 )
= {a + ayz a+ }. (3)
For muon pair production above the Z-pole, photon exchange is the dominant contribution to the
cross section because Ixo(s)12 behaves as , 1 + 2Mg/s above the Z pole and the factor (v? + a?) 2
is equal to 0.12 for leptons in the Standard Model. At the highest energy data point, 183GeV, the
ratio of the Z to the photon contribution to the cross section is 0.22. At the lowest energy data
point, 130GeV, the ratio of the Z to the photon contribution to the cross section is 0.48.
2.1.2 Born Forward-backward Asymmetry for the Process e+e - -+ +P-
An e+e- -+ p+p-event, may be classified as either forward or backward according to whether
the projection of the outgoing negatively charged fermion momentum along the beam line is parallel
or anti-parallel to the direction of travel of the incident electron (Figure 2). The forward-backward
Figure 2: Forward muon pair production. Notice that the p- polar angle with respect
to the e- beam direction satisfies cos(0) > 0.
asymmetry,A0b, is then defined in terms of the cross sections of the forward and backward events [23]
Ab(s af - Ub (4)
af + 0 b
where,
oaf = 27r d(cos 9)fo da
ab = 21r d(cos 0) ~.
-
da
In the notation of Section 2.1.1, one has
Sb 3 G 3B(s) (5)
G, (s) + AtG2(s)
Ignoring the muon mass and parameterizing the differential cross section in terms of the total cross
section (Equation 1) and the forward-backward asymmetry (Equation 5) one has
da = 2r =a o 3 (1 + cos2 ) + Ab(S) COS (6)
d(cos 0) d ( 8
2.2 Radiative Corrections
The Born-level predictions do not describe the data. For precision measurements, higher order
contributions must be included. These radiative corrections to the process e+e - - p+p-lead to
substantial modifications to o and A0b. At energies well above the Z-pole, initial state QED
radiation more than doubles the Born cross section. The radiative one-loop corrections can be
subdivided into two gauge-invariant subclasses that may be treated independently from one another:
1) electroweak corrections, and 2) pure QED corrections. A detailed description of the radiative
corrections can be found in the References [22, 24, 23, 25].
e+
a) YZ TZ
b) YZ YZ
WZ
WZ
c)
Figure 3: Radiative electroweak corrections to the process e+e - -~ +p - . a) propaga-
tor corrections. b) vertex corrections. c) box corrections.
2.2.1 Electroweak Corrections: The Improved Born Approximation.
The weak corrections collect all non-photonic corrections arising from propagator corrections,
vertex corrections, and electroweak box corrections [22]. Vector boson propagator corrections consist
of virtual loops of of leptons, quarks, Zs, Ws, or Higgs (Figure 3a). It is these self-energy interactions
of the photon which cause the s dependence of the fine structure constant,a
a 1
a --+ a(s) =- 1 =m21- 6a(s) 129s=mz (7)
The self-energy interactions of the Z are parameterized by a s dependence of the Z boson width, Fz
r - z(s) (8)
m
Z
Vertex corrections (Figure 3b), take into account the exchange of particles other than photons
between the two incoming or the two outgoing fermions plus the fermion self-energy diagrams. The
vertex corrections (Figure 3b) can be absorbed by a transformation of the vector and axial-vector
couplings, v and a, into effective couplings, V and a.
f - 2Qf kf(s) sin 2 (Ow)f = rpf (s) 2sin w cos wVf = p(s) 3
2 sin Ow cos Ow
(9)
a) Z
b)
Figure 4: Radiative QED corrections to the process e+e - -+ LL-. a) emission of ISR
and FSR. b) loops with virtual photon.
pf and kf differ slightly from one in the Standard Model (and their exact value depends on the renor-
malization scheme [21]), roughly, pf 0 1+pt and kf 1+pt/ tan2 Ow where Pt = 3GFm 2 /8 v 7r2 [26]
represents the dominant quadratic top quark mass, mt, dependence.
Electroweak box corrections stem from two heavy bosons being exchanged (Figure 3c). Elec-
troweak box diagrams, which are ignored on the Z-pole, start to have sizable contributions near the
W-pair production threshold. They change the Standard Model cross section prediction by nearly
1% [25] at high energies. If the effective couplings were to include the box corrections, an angular
dependence would be introduced in the coupling, so, in general, the Standard Model prediction of
the box effects is incoherently added to the total cross section prediction [27].
The general structure of the Born approximation described in Section 2.1 still holds if one re-
defines the variables a, Fz, v, and a to accommodate the weak corrections. The result is called
the improved Born approximation. Equations 1 and 5 still hold, but one must remember that the
"weak" effects have been absorbed into the couplings.
2.2.2 QED corrections
QED diagrams, involving the emission of bremsstrahlung photons or the exchange of virtual
photons in loops (Figure 4), yield finite and gauge invariant contributions to observable processes.
Since these corrections depend on the fermion energies and on experimental cuts, they must be
calculated for each individual experiment and analysis. The presence of large logarithms of the type
In - explain the need for QED corrections past first order. Initial state radiation (ISR), final state
radiation (FSR) and their interference all have to be considered.
If an ISR photon is emitted, the initial center-of-mass energy, Vs, is lowered in the annihilation
process to a center-of-mass energy of, v"1. Consider the simple case of only one ISR photon with
energy Ey. The v value is given by
2E
s' =Sz= s(1 - =). (10)
Using Equation 2, after all of the electroweak corrections sketched in the previous section have been
taken into account, the cross section to be compared with experiment is then given by a convolution
aT(s) = G(z)a(sz)dz, (11)
At
The QED radiator function, G(z), contains the probability to emit an ISR photon into a reduced
center-of-mass energy, vs. The integration ranges over all possible ISR photon energies between the
kinematic limit, pt, and 1. The same type of convolution integral holds for Afb except the radiator
has a non-symmetric term of order a 2 (ln )2 which vanishes in the angular integration [28, 25].
G(z) = /(1 - z)k'- 1 6s+v + SH(z)
S2 q2
3 = 2ae ln( q2 )
3s+v and 6H(z) are power series in a and represent the "soft + virtual" and hard corrections, see
Reference [29] for details.
2.3 Standard Model Predictions
Although the Born level presentation in Section 2.1 is straightforward, keeping track of the large
number of details involved in predicting the effects of the radiative corrections sketched in Section 2.2
is not as easy. There are published and extensively checked FORTRAN computer programs, like KO-
RALZ [30] or ZFITTER [31, 28, 32, 27], that make predictions for the SM observables by calculating
the radiative corrections. The programs are periodically updated as the measurement precision and
theoretical understanding improves.
2.3.1 Signal
ZFITTER (Figure 5) is used to obtain the Standard Model cross section prediction and forward-
backward asymmetry prediction. The differential cross section with respect to v- is obtained by
integrating over the complete polar angle with ZFITTER 5.00 and varying the minimum fermion
pair invariant mass cut (Figure 5). The ZFITTER predictions hold only for "ideal detectors"
which have no detection inefficiencies; consequently, another program, KORALZ, is used to generate
e+e- -+ p p-(ny) events which are run through the complete L3 detector so that the number of
detected events can be corrected by the efficiency and then compared with theory. Appendix D
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Figure 5: Standard Model prediction of the cross section and forward backward asym-
metry at the five data set energies. v' is defined in the text. The decrease in the cross
section and the better separation with respect to the "return to Z" events at higher
energy is clearly seen. A1 b F 0.3 below the Z-pole simply reflects the averaging of the
high energy events which have a large, positive asymmetry and the Z-pole events which
have an asymmetry close to zero.
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elaborates on the use of ZFITTER and KORALZ.
As was already mentioned, vs 7 is the collision energy after initial state radiation. If the incident
particles emit an initial state photon which is undetected down the beam pipe, the center of mass of
the collision is reduced. The two muons in the final state are still back to back in the phi projection.
Experimentally, because the muon momentum is less precisely measured than the muon polar angles,
the momentum can be eliminated by using the energy and momentum constraint equations:
El sin 01 = E 2 sin 02
ElSR = IE cos0 +E cos021
Els = -El - E2
(12)
therefore,
E ISR Ii" sin(01 +02)1 (13)
sin 01 + sin 2 + I sin(0 1 + 2)1
Clearly, the center of mass of the colliding electron and positron after initial state radiation can be
described by the LEP beam energy and the muon polar angles alone:
s' = s - 2EISR
/ sin 01 + sin0 2 - I sin(81 + 02)1
sin 01 + sin 02 + Isin(0 1 + 2)1
Of course, the relation only holds exactly when the muons do not radiate, when only a single initial
state radiation photon is emitted collinear with the beam, and when interference between initial
and final state radiation is ignored. The bias in the algorithm, i.e. events with a small VW7 which
nevertheless pass the v17 cut, is determined from Monte Carlo and is subtracted from the number
of candidate events (Table 7).
2.3.2 Backgrounds
The three principal physics backgrounds (Figure 6) to e+e - -+ Ct-(n) are the multiperipheral
("two-photon") background, the WW background, and the r+7- (y) background. The Monte Carlo
technique is used to subtract an estimated number of background events from the event candidates.
The number of generated SM background events (Table 1) is approximately a factor of 10 more than
is expected from the data set luminosity. The SM Monte Carlo cross sections of the generated event
sets are seen in Table 2. The background contaminations at the nominal set of analysis cuts can
be found in Table 7. Further information about the use of Monte Carlo programs can be found in
Appendix D.
e + e
e JV
e e
Figure 6: The three principal backgrounds to e+e - -4 1L+A.
# generated, simulated, and reconstructed MC
Vs Eff. calc. Background calculation
A+ - (ny) 7T7-(Y) W+W - (ny) e+e-/ -  q+q- ZZ Ze+e-
130 4991 5000 3000 30000 8714 5000 5000
136 4986 4992 6000 20000 19925 5000 5000
161 50000 50000 29832 99000 197995 4945 15874
172 49831 49820 49305 98918 143632 9944 22849
183 99572 100000 243927 98922 376983 29625 26754
Table 1: Generated Monte Carlo event statistics.
The two photon cross section is fifty times as large as the e+e- -4 p+p-(ny) signal, yet even a
weak momentum cut reduces its background contribution to the few percent level (Section 4). Bias
in the VW calculation is the origin of two photon events which leak into the candidate events. Were
one able to measure the momenta of muons with small polar angles as precisely as they are measured
in the barrel muon spectrometer, the two photon background would be eliminated.
The WW cross section becomes large above threshold but the 10% branching ratio to muons 1
and the relatively small boost of the W at LEP2 means the WW background is readily identified by
acollinear muon pairs (Figure 20).
Due to the extreme boost of the taus, when both taus decay to muons, the background is to a
large extent irreducible without tight momentum cuts. Given the 17% branching ratio of the tau
to muons and the observed lepton universality, a few percent tau background is unavoidable when
loose selection cuts are used.
In the highest energy data at our nominal set of analysis cuts, the sum of all other physics
backgrounds does not approach the contribution of any of the three just mentioned. Non-physics
backgrounds, like cosmic rays and bias in the VW algorithm, are also accounted for.
10'Of course W -+ 7 -+ I also contributes.
MC SM cross section of generated events, oTMc(pb)
_v Background calculation
r+r- (-) W+W-(n-y) e+e-p+p- q+q- ZZ Ze+e-
130 22.63 .07 577.7 326.1 .50 2.06
136 20.10 .11 548.0 266.0 .47 2.13
161 12.57 3.26 498.9 146.4 .43 2.52
172 10.40 12.22 676.4 121.2 .42 2.67
183 8.65 15.57 604.8 108.3 .59 3.26
Table 2: The SM background MC cross sections of the generated event sets. Jumps in
the e+e-p+p- cross section were caused by changes in the low Q2 cuts. The e+e-+P -
background to the Mu+- (n-y) signal was not affected, as seen by the smooth increase
in the e+e-j+1i- background with increasing / in Table 7.
2.4 New Particle Searches
Theoretical ideas which attempt to extend the Standard Model can be tested and constrained using
the measured e+e- -+ pp-(ny) cross section and forward-backward asymmetry (Section 4). Two
very simple examples follow which could affect the e+e- --+ +p-(n-y) cross section and asymmetry.
2.4.1 Heavy Gauge Bosons
Additional neutral, heavy gauge bosons, Z', are predicted in many theories which attempt to
extend the Standard Model; for example, left-right symmetric models [33], which attempt to explain
low energy parity violation, predict right handed charged currents and an additional Z boson. E 6
GUT theories also allow additional gauge bosons [34]. Some recent theoretical predictions state that
in Super String and Super Gravity models, the lightest Z' boson is most naturally found in the
200GeV to 1TeV range [35].
The CDF limit on the Z' boson mass, assuming Standard Model couplings, is 690GeV from a
direct search of electron and muon pair production [36]. It should be mentioned, however, that
the largest observed CDF muon pair invariant mass is 320GeV, and besides the Standard Model
coupling assumption, they assume a parton distribution function, for which they choose the Martin-
Roberts-Stirling set D'_ [37].
Unlike hadron colliders which rely on direct production and leptonic decay of a hypothetical Z',
e+e-machines can search by looking for small deviations from Standard Model predictions due to
propagator effects. In the presence of a Z', Equation 3 would be modified to
a = ao + ayz + az + aZ' + a-Z' + aZZ,. (14)
Even if oz, is small, the experimental consequence of the two additional interference terms, az,
and ozz, would be to distort the cross section and forward backward asymmetry from its Standard
Z/ with SM Coupling, ZEFIT 5.00 Prediction
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Figure 7: The predicted cross section and forward-backward asymmetry at fixed center
of mass energies 130GeV and 183GeV versus the Z' mass in a simple model in which
the Z' has the same coupling to leptons as the Standard Model Z boson. The bumps at
85%v are artifacts of the experimental vi > 85%V/ cut. Further, such a low mass
Z' is already ruled out by LEP1 data alone [21]).
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Figure 8: Examples of excited muon production and subsequent photon de-excitation.
Model prediction. Because the new terms all have factors oc , one can not separate between
very small coupling and a very large Z' mass without specifying a model.
Assuming the Z' coupling to leptons to be the same as the Standard Model Z boson (Figure 7),
for example, the cross section and asymmetry can be predicted. In Figure 7, the program ZEFIT [38]
version 5.00 was used. As Mg is increased, oa and Afb approach asymptotically their SM values.
Notice how the effects of a low mass Z ' are large and easy to verify experimentally, especially in the
simple model here described in which the width of the Z', Fz,, scales as Fz x (Mz, /Mz).
2.4.2 Excited Leptons
Compositeness is one possibility to explain the number of fermion generations and the fermion mass
spectrum [39]. If fermions are composite, they can be excited, so one should check the muon-photon
invariant mass spectrum for structure. Excited lepton production (Figure 8) would show up as a
bump in the muon-photon invariant mass spectrum. A search has been conducted for structure or
an excess in the muon-photon invariant mass spectrum, Mw, with respect to the Standard Model
ISR and FSR background in the 183GeV data set (Section 4).
Magnet Yoke
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Figure 9: Perspective view of the L3 detector. Coordinate system convention defined.
3 The L3 Detector
The L3 detector [1, 2] was used to collect the candidate e+e- -4 p+'-(ny) events for the present
analysis. The L3 detector (Figures 9 and 10) is located at the center of one of the four straight
sections of the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP) [3, 4]. LEP is a 27km long synchrotron
accelerator storage ring located 50m underground at the CERN laboratory near Geneva, Switzerland.
The accelerator is capable of stably colliding bunches of electrons against bunches of positrons in
the center of the L3 detector. The nominal bunch crossing rate is 45kHz and typical luminosities
are of the order 1031 cm-2s - 1 .
To calibrate oneself to the huge size of the L3 detector, there are 60000 signal wires in the muon
detectors alone. The detector was built to study the physics of e+e-collisions at center of mass
energies of up to 200GeV. The design emphasizes precise measurement of electron, photon, muon,
8.2m 14.2m
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5.4m
Barrel Muon Chambers
4.0m
Muon Filter
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Figure 10: Side view of the L3 detector.
and jet energy and direction. Historically, the design was optimized to search with high resolution
for pp and ee, for top quark toponium spectroscopy, and for missing mass searches including the
Higgs.
All of the L3 sub-detectors, except the endcap muon spectrometers, are supported by a 32m
long 4.45m diameter stainless steel tube, called the support tube (Figure 10)). The support tube
is attached to precision jacks at its ends making it independent from the solenoid which allows
for precise positioning of the L3 sub-detectors with respect to the e+e-beams. The central, or
barrel, muon spectrometer is attached to the outside of the support tube; the transverse lever arm
for analysis in the 0.5T magnetic field is 2.9m. Housed inside the support tube at concentrically
smaller radii (Figure 15), one has: a hadron calorimeter (3.5Aint, R=75cm), scintillation counters
(R=75cm), an electromagnetic calorimeter (24Xo, R=50cm), an inner tracking chamber with 40cm
lever arm, and a silicon micro-vertex detector (R=10cm).
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Figure 11: Side view of a barrel muon chamber octant showing the five P chambers'
cell layout and the six z chamber positions. Blowup of the cell's signal wire plane is
not to scale.
3.1 Magnet
The large solenoid coil (Figure 10) is driven with 30,380 amps to provide a 0.5T magnetic field along
the beam line. In addition, the iron doors have been magnetized by toroidal coils driven with 6300
amps to yield a 1.2T magnetic field. The field inside the solenoid is measured by magnetoresistors,
Hall probes, and NMR probes; then, the measurements are fit to an analytical model [48]. The toroid
field is measured by induction loops. The field shape is taken from a 3-D computer program [49, 50].
3.2 Muon Spectrometer
The barrel muon detector [51, 52, 53] (Figures 11 and 12) is made of large drift chambers
mechanically attached together on a low weight frame. The chamber pattern (Figure 11) is repeated
16 times, 8 on the forward L3 half and 8 on the backward L3 half. The detector samples the
ionization trail of a high energy charged particle originating from the interaction point at angles of
I cos(0) < .707 up to 64 times. 8 times for the Z coordinate and 56 times for the "radial" coordinate.
The details of the algorithm which converts the drift chamber's digitally registers timing signals into
muon candidate's momentum is quite complicated and is discussed in Section 3.9.1.
a)
I- Beam
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Figure 12: a) Cross section of a barrel uon Z chamber cell showing the I-beam struc-
ture and electric field map in absence o a magnetic field. b) Principle of the coordinate
measurement.
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Figure 13: Slice of one of the endcap muon chambers showing the cell structure and
the measurement principle. The chambers are self calibrating, for tl + t2 = C.
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Hadron Calorimeter Module
Figure 14: Hadron calorimeter module. Note how layers alternate to provide Z and 4
coordinates. Wires of many parallel layers are hooked together into a tower structure.
The endcap (forward-backward) muon detector [49] (Figure 13) samples the ionization trail of
a high energy particle originating from the interaction point at angles of .809 < I cos(0) I < .914 up
to 36 times. Over the complete solid angle of the endcap muon detectors, there is overlap with at
least one layer of the barrel muon detector. Resistive plate chambers [54, 55, 56] are attached to the
endcap muon chambers and are used for triggering.
3.3 Hadron Calorimeter
The L3 hadron calorimeter [57] is designed for measuring jet energies; nevertheless, it can be used
to measure a minimum ionizing particle's 2.5GeV energy loss signal with 50% energy resolution.
Muons which pass through detection gaps in the muon spectrometers can be recovered, notably
at 90 degrees (Figure 10). Proportional counters are sandwiched between the uranium and brass
absorber plates to form a hadron calorimeter module (Figure 14). A charged particle's ionization
trail is sampled up to 60 times in the hadron calorimeter. Coarse granularity, Uranium decay noise,
and a lack of projective geometry in the Z direction complicate tracking. The muon filter, brass
absorber plates interspersed with proportional tubes located directly behind the hadron calorimeter,
is not used in this analysis.
3.4 Scintillation Counters
The 30 barrel scintillators [58] (Figure 15) are located directly inside of the hadron calorimeter and
cover the region I cos 01 < 0.83. The 32 endcap scintillators extend coverage down to I cos 09 < 0.985.
The time of flight corrected scintillator times are used to reject cosmic rays. The high level of hadron
calorimeter Uranium activity is reduced by gating the scintillator signals with narrow windows
around the beam crossing.
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Figure 15: Block diagram of the sub-detectors inside the support tube.
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Figure 16: A bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystal of the electromagnetic calorime-
ter.
3.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter [59] is made of bismuth germanium oxide crystals (Figure 16).
The crystals are 24 radiation lengths thick and have transverse dimensions close to the Molibre
radius. The signals of well isolated photons, minimum ionizing particles, and hadrons are easily
discriminated from one another. The electromagnetic calorimeter is used to measure photons and
as a backup to the muon chambers in the analysis.
3.6 Inner Tracker
Tracking for the vertex reconstruction is done by a Time Expansion Chamber (TEC) [60] which
gives up to 62 tracking points in the re plane for r between 10 and 45 cm. Figure 17 shows the
re projection of one inner and two outer sectors. The high amplification region at the sense wire
plane is separated from the low field drift region by a grid wire plane. The level arm is not large
enough to make an accurate momentum estimation at high energies, but it does provide accurate
polar angles. Ghost track ambiguities are eliminated by matching across inner and outer sectors. A
Silicon Microvertex Detector (SMD) [61] provides up to four points close to the interaction point,
two in the r¢ plane and two the z direction (Figure 15). Up to four points along z are obtained by
the induced signals on cathode strips [62].
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Figure 17: Cell structure of the inner tracker, Time Expansion Chamber (TEC).
3.7 Luminosity Monitor
The luminosity monitor [63](Figure 15) is made of BGO crystals and covers the polar angle range
24.93mrad < 0 < 69.94mrad. It measures the rate of Bhabba events [64] which are strongly peaked
at small polar angles. Since the Bhabba cross section is know to 0.3% [65], the rate is used to
calibrate the luminosity delivered to L3 by LEP with high precision. The luminosity is determined
independently from the present analysis [63].
3.8 Trigger
At LEP, there is a beam crossing every 22ps, i.e. 45,000 times a second. At nominal beam collision
luminosities, an interesting physics event occurs only once every few seconds. Based on general
physics hypotheses, one can construct an algorithm using fast, but low resolution detector infor-
mation which rejects detector noise, beam-gas collisions, beam-wall collisions, cosmic ray radiation,
empty events, but accepts all physics events. The hardware implementation of the algorithm con-
stitutes the "trigger." In the case of a positive trigger, the event is permanently stored. There are,
in fact, three levels of trigger at L3 which use progressively higher resolution sub-detector data to
decide if an event should be permanently stored.
Event candidate trigger efficiencies
level 1 99.7% ± .1%
level 1 muon 96.5% ± .8%
level 1 backup 92.7% ± 1.1%
level 2 100.0% ± .0%
level 3 100.0% + .0%
level 3 muon 98.4% ± .5%
level 3 backup 99.8% ± .2%
Table 3: Trigger efficiencies calculated from e+e- -+ p+Cp-(ny) candidate data events
having at least one selected muon candiate in the muon chambers. Uncorrelated trigger
approximation used (Appendix B).
3.8.1 Level 1
The first level of trigger decides if an event is interesting at every beam crossing. Upon a level 1
trigger, readout of the entire detector begins. There are five general types of level 1 trigger (which
are themselves the logical OR of several sub-trigger decisions) [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72]:
* Muon chamber trigger (Appendix C).
* Inner tracker trigger 2
* Calorimetric energy trigger.
* Barrel scintillator multiplicity trigger.
* Luminosity monitor trigger.
The level 1 muon chamber trigger and the level 1 inner tracker trigger are redundant triggers for
e+e - -+ p+p-(n) events, enabling internal cross checks. For events with hard ISR or FSR and for
events with large muon energy loss in the hadron calorimeter, the energy trigger overlaps with the
muon chamber trigger and the inner tracker trigger. The logical OR of the inner tracker trigger and
the energy trigger are used as the the backup trigger to the muon chamber trigger to estimate the
e+e- -+ p+p-(ny) trigger selection efficiency. The detector acceptance and trigger efficiencies are
kept uncorrelated using the technique described in Appendix B. The results are listed in Table 3.
The actual trigger algorithm for the muon chambers is easy to explain (Appendix C). Every
possible hit cell track pattern in the muon chambers (or RPC hit strip track pattern in the endcap)
with momentum greater than 2GeV which could have a production vertex originating anywhere
inside the inner tracker is allowed to be a muon candidate and is triggered on. The hit wire per cell
2The "inner sector sub-trigger", a new type of inner tracker trigger, was installed for 1997 data taking, and could
serve as a backup to the endcap muon trigger. It was only sporadically enabled in 1997; consequently, it is ignored in
the trigger efficiency studies. Note: no selected event candidate has only the inner sector trigger bit set.
threshold and the required hit chamber layers are set as low as possible to maximize the detector
fiducial volume, while at the same time keeping noise triggers to a minimum. There are two types of
level 1 muon chamber triggers, the endcap muon triggers and the "barrel muon x barrel scintillator
hit" triggers. The barrel scintillator hit trigger algorithm is straightforward: if any of the 30 barrel
counters has a hit within +30ns around the beam crossing, there is a scintillator hit trigger. The
scintillator hit accompanying the barrel muon trigger reduces the cosmic ray rate by a factor 10.
3.8.2 Level 2
The level 2 rejection algorithm [73] is a software trigger which has access to the detailed trigger data.
It is only allowed to reject events which have one and only one level 1 trigger fired. Care is taken to
reject only obvious noise events to ensure that the redundancy of the level 1 triggers is maintained.
The exact level 2 barrel muon trigger rejection algorithm is as follows: if the database indicates
there is a problem with the inner tracker high voltage, the event is automatically accepted. If there
is a triggered barrel octant in the horizontal position, the event is accepted. If there is no triggered
octant in the horizontal position, then there must be a hit scintillator in front of at least one of
the triggered octants or there must be 9 or more hit trigger wires anywhere in the outer sectors
of the inner tracker. The author successfully convinced the L3 collaboration to remove the endcap
muon trigger level 2 rejection algorithm. The level 1 endcap muon sub-triggers are already two-fold
coincidence; the level 2 three-fold coincidence algorithm would generate inefficiencies.
Level 2 rejects 50% of the level 1 muon chamber triggered events. So that one may cross check
that the level 2 trigger is not generating inefficiencies, one in every twenty level 1 barrel muon
triggers rejected by level 2 is permanently stored. No selected events (Section 4) have the level 2
rejection bit set, i.e. 100% efficiency, Table 3.
3.8.3 Level 3
In the final level of trigger, level 3, a rough event reconstruction is made, and the timing constraints
are tightened. An additional 50% of the events triggered by the muon chambers are rejected, yet
one in every twenty level 3 events rejected by level 3 is kept in order to cross check that level 3 is
not generating any inefficiencies. No selected events (Section 4) have the level 3 rejection bit set.
The level 3 muon rejection algorithm [74] was modified in 1995 [75] after the the addition of
the endcap muon chambers, the endcap scintillators, and the RPCs. The new algorithm uses the
timing data from the muon chambers instead of the trigger data and makes a track pattern search
in the same spirit as the level 1 muon triggers. The phi granularity in the track pattern search is
increased in the endcap muon chamber with respect to the level 1 search. Strict timing cuts on the
scintillator and the RPC hits are also applied. All possible track patterns are searched using the
hadron calorimeter hits as a backup; Table 3 shows how level 3 is able to "recover" muon triggers
using the hadron calorimeter information.
3.9 Event Reconstruction
The data structures [76] and calibrations [77, 9, 78, 79, 80, 55, 81, 82, 83, 84] used for the event
reconstruction have been described elsewhere. The reconstruction algorithms are briefly described.
3.9.1 Muon Chambers
In the muon chambers (Figures 11, 12, and 13), digitized timing hits are converted into spatial
coordinates based on the chamber wire's positions (i.e. precision alignment) and cell map functions.
A cell map function is a function which returns a distance from the signal wire plane given a time.
The electric field in the drift cell, the effects of the magnetic field map [85], properties of the chamber
gas mixture [86], known timing delays, ambient pressure, and temperature are all embedded within
the cell map function [87].
Spatially close hit coordinates in a chamber are joined together to form track segments. The
segments are fit to a straight line. The slope and the line intersection with the midpoint of the
chamber are used to match to other chamber layers. Attached segments in the r - ¢ projection
make track candidates with charge - momentum and phi estimates. Attached segments in the
z projection make track candidates with a 0 estimate. The track candidate in the two segment
projections are then joined together to form all possible track candidates. Tracks are then re-fitted
more realistically. Because of multiple scattering and the complicated magnetic field map, one can
not just fit a helix to the hit wires' coordinates [88]. Photo-nuclear interactions in the hadron
calorimeter, hard knock-on electrons, and cosmic ray background occasionally make track finding
difficult in the muon chambers. The mean energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle traversing
the calorimeters is added to the momentum measured in the muon chambers to make the muon
momentum estimate at the interaction point.
3.9.2 Hadron Calorimeter
ADCs register the amplified signal originating from the proportional tubes sandwiched between the
Uranium plates. A conversion constant converts the ADC value into an energy. The energy and
number of hits along a predefined set of track patterns is checked and minimum ionizing track
candidates are made. Since the granularity of the calorimeter is optimized for hadronic energy
measurement and not for tracking, one has to rely on other detectors to reduce the "ghost" track
candidate ambiguities.
Run # 672509 Event # 4589
Figure 18: XY view of a typical e+e - -4 pp- (ny) event in the -/ =183GeV data set.
Note the presence of two muons and a FSR photon in the detector.
Data Set : 183 GeV
Run # 678302 Event # 4171 Data Set: 183 GeV
Figure 19: YZ view of a "return to Z" event in the Vs =183GeV data set. The ISR
photon is seen in the detector. v' calculated from the muon polar angles alone is
96GeV, which is larger than the Z mass since the ISR is not collinear with the beam
pipe. v/9 calculated from the measured muon momentum is 69GeV. A collimated FSR
photon can also be seen close to one of the muons.
Run # 678509 Event # 3496
Figure 20: XY view of a e+e - -+ W+W - -+ tp+p- background event in the
v =183GeV data set. Note the missing energy in the form of neutrinos. Although
the measured invariant mass of the muon pair is 89GeV, the missing energy points to
an active region of the detector, eliminating the return-to-Z hypothesis.
Data Set : 183 GeV
3.9.3 BGO Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Crystal energy is determined by using a nonlinear function which transforms ADC counts into energy.
Adjacent crystals with energy are attached together; maxima, i.e. a crystal which has more energy
than all of it contiguous neighbors are defined to be bumps. Bumps are classified by how well they
fit to the test beam electron shower shape data. Discrimination between hadrons which undergo a
nuclear interaction in a BGO crystal and electromagnetically interacting particles is quite good.
3.9.4 Inner Tracker and Vertex Reconstruction
Since the magnetic field in the center of L3 in the inner tracker is much more uniform than that in
the location of the muon chambers, the simplification of fitting a helical trajectory to spatially close
hit wires is used. The two layers of double sided silicon of the Silicon Microvertex Detector and up
to 62 high resolution measurements in the r - € projection of the time expansion chambers allow
the inner tracker to be sensitive to the luminous region of beam collision (Figure 21).
3.10 Event Simulation
The event generators discussed in Section 2 are interfaced with the GEANT [89] detector simulation
package. The package is used to model the L3 sub-detectors. The trigger, data acquisition, and
event reconstruction are also modeled. A database [90] is extensively used. A number between ten
to one hundred times the data set size of Monte Carlo generated events are run through the complete
detector simulation so that efficiency predictions can be made.
Inner tracker pre-selection cuts
Cut variable Loose cut Tight cut
X2/DoF of track circle fit 6.0 1.5
Track DCA 4.0mm 1.0mm
Track Z at DCA 120.0mm 30.0mm
Table 4: Inner tracker pre-selection track multiplicity cuts.
4 Analysis
4.1 Pre-selection of e+e - -+ y+p-(n1 ) Events
From the archived events that made it past the level 3 trigger, data summary tapes are made. For
future reference, the data summary tapes created by version 220 of the algorithm were used. Not
all of the archived events remain on the data summary tapes. An attempt is made to eliminate the
noise events missed by the level 3 trigger; nevertheless, there are still 7 million events that remain in
the data summary tapes. A conservative "pre-selection" is made on these 7 million events to reduce
the data set size. There are two loose pre-selection cuts. The first pre-selection cut eliminates
events which only have very low momentum tracks. There must be two or more tracks anywhere in
the muon chambers or inner tracker with greater than 10GeV momentum. The cut is made before
matching between the inner tracker and muon chambers so that later, reconstruction matching errors
can be corrected, i.e., no inefficiency is introduced. The second, and final, pre-selection cut is on
the inner tracker track multiplicity. An event must have between two and six good tracks pointing
to the vertex at the loose pre-selection cuts defined in Table 4. As an additional safety feature, for
the high track multiplicity events with more than six good tracks pointing to the vertex at the loose
pre-selection cuts, it is checked if the event still has more than six good tracks pointing to the vertex
at the tight pre-selection cuts defined in Table 4. Only high track multiplicity events failing both
the tight and loose cuts are rejected. Note that adding a cut on the number of energy clusters in
the calorimeters has an extremely small effect in the pre-selection because the track multiplicity cut
already eliminates events with a large number of energy clusters in the calorimeters.
The number of events passing the pre-selection is listed in Table 5. Even though the pre-selection
cuts are very loose, out of the 7 million events on the summary tapes only 25254 remain, a factor
300 reduction.
V( GeV) f Ldt(pb - 1)  % error in # events # events % Data set
fl dt pre-selected selected Toroid Off
129.96 5.975 0.230 2534 99 55.0
135.96 5.693 0.245 2508 67 61.0
161.34 10.545 0.222 3260 87 0.0
172.13 9.808 0.244 3235 67 0.0
182.68 52.886 0.111 13717 324 95.5
Table 5: Overview of the data sets.
4.2 Selection of e+e - -+ p+p-(n1) Events
The selection of e+e - -+ p+p-(ny) events is made in three steps. First, all of the reconstructed
objects in the sub-detectors are classified as being compatible or not being compatible with a
muon (Section 4.2.1). Second, all inner tracker tracks compatible with being a muon are matched
outward across the sub-detectors (Section 4.2.2). Third, events are classified as being e+e -
A+p-(ny) event candidates or not (Section 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Sub-detector Object Quality Cuts
For a reconstructed sub-detector object to be considered a muon or photon candidate in that sub-
detector, it must pass the cuts listed in Table 6. The distributions of selected events passing the cuts
can be seen in Figures 21 and 22. Events which pass all selection cuts except for the one plotted are
also included in the histograms (Figures 21 and 22) so that one may gauge the effect of the cut.
The inner tracker DCA resolution is approximately 100pm, so the 800pm DCA cut on the track
with the smallest DCA is safe. The cut has been made as tight as possible in order to keep the
cosmic ray contamination (Section 4.3.1), for which there is no Monte Carlo, to a minimum. Were
it not for the cosmic ray contamination, one would clearly make the cut larger. The cut on the Z
coordinate has also been made tight at 50mm from the zero in order to keep the cosmic ray rate low.
For consistency, the cut on the muon chamber track is also at 50mm. The muon chamber DCA cut
is set at 50mm because one must protect against large angle multiple scattering, an effect clearly
seen in Figure 21. There are more entries in the inner tracker histograms because an inner tracker
track is required for every muon whereas the muon chambers have the calorimeters as backup.
One expects a mean muon energy loss of 2.5GeV in the hadronic calorimeters, which is observed
in Figure 22. Given the 50% energy resolution for muon tracks in the hadronic calorimeter, the
8GeV energy cut might seem too high. The cut is set high because there are detection gaps in the
electromagnetic calorimeter, meaning an additional few GeV of collimated FSR energy can occasion-
ally be added to the muon track cluster in the hadron calorimeter. The cut on the number of hits in
a hadron calorimeter cluster is to increase the purity of minimum ionizing particle discrimination.
Sub-Detector Object Quality Cuts
Inner Tracker Fig.
IDCAI < 800tpm 21
Z < 50mm 21
Muon Chamber
IDCAI < 50mm 21
Z < 50mm 21
EM. Calorimeter
EM 9 Xtal/ Sum 25 Xtal > 0.98 22
Energy < 1.5GeV 22
Hadronic Calorimeter
Energy < 8.0GeV 22
# hits > 7 22
Table 6: The reconstructed sub-detector object quality cuts used to define muon can-
didates.
One expects a mean muon energy loss of 250MeV in the electromagnetic calorimeters, which is
seen in Figure 22. The 1.5GeV cut on the electromagnetic calorimeter bump energy might seem too
high given the 5% energy resolution in the BGO crystals at 250MeV. The cut is set high to account
for the presence of collimated final state radiation. The cut on the ratio of the EM corrected fit
energy in a matrix of 9 crystals to the raw energy in a matrix of 25 crystals is used to eliminate out
of time cosmics which strike the electromagnetic calorimeter at an angle.
4.2.2 Matching Reconstructed Objects Across L3
Tracks are uniquely matched from the inner tracker outward. The method was chosen because it
simplifies event classification (Section 4.2.3). Matching across sub-detectors is done by defining a
four degree opening angle cone about inner tracker tracks. Any outer sub-detectors object inside the
four degree opening angle cone is matched to the inner tracker track, resulting in a "linked muon
candidate". The same four degree opening angle cone size is used for linking to all photonic bumps.
A cone is not the ideal matching shape given the complicated detector geometry, yet the matching
algorithm is absolutely stable. The stability is explained by the four degree cone size being much
larger than the detector granularity. Further, the Gaussian multiple scattering angle, 9Ms, through
the calorimeters is only one half a degree 3. For the rare events with multiple matches in the
muon chambers, the closest muon chamber track is matched to the inner tracker track. Matching in
the calorimeters is inclusive to accommodate nearby final state radiation, i.e., several calorimeters
bumps can be attached to a single muon candidate unless there is conflict, in which case the bumps
3 The calorimeters comprise a thickness of 120 radiation lengths, x, before the muon chambers. One can use the
Bethe formula [91], OMS = 13.6 pMev x/X[1 + 0.038 In(x/Xo)] to find the Gaussian width of the scattering angle.
A momentum of 20GeV yields one half a degree of multiple scattering. The lowest possible momentum of a "return
to Z" muon is m2 /(2v-), so 20GeV is the appropriate point to make the estimate.
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Figure 21: Selected events plus events passing all cuts except the cut plotted. Cut positions are
indicated with an arrow (Table 6). Note the log scale. Every track must pass the the inner tracker
vertex cuts to become a muon candidate, whereas tracks failing the vertex cut in the muon chambers
could still be recovered by the backup cuts (Figure 22). Top left, inner tracker: distance of closest
approach to the nominal vertex in the r - ¢ plane, DCA. Top right, inner tracker: Z coordinate.
Bottom left, muon chambers: distance of closest approach to the nominal vertex in the r - 0 plane,
DCA. Bottom right, muon chambers: Z coordinate.
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Figure 22: Selected events plus events passing all cuts except the cut plotted. Cut positions indicated
with an arrow (Table 6). Upper left: energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter. Upper
right: ratio of fit electromagnetic shower energy in 9 adjacent crystals to raw energy in 25 adjacent
crystals. Lower left: energy deposit of muon candidates in the hadron calorimeter. Lower right: hit
cells attached to muon track candidates in the hadron calorimeter. The spread in the distribution
is caused by muons which cross over modules in the Z coordinate and in phi.
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are uniquely matched to the closest track.
If there are no matches inside the cone at a given sub-detector layer, it is checked if there would
have been a unique match in the phi projection, because the phi projection is measured more often,
and therefore more reliable than the polar angle. Sub-detector objects are recovered in 4 % of the
selected events which had missing or poor z coordinate information. The small pre-section bias
introduced by recalculating the momentum in 4 % of the events is negligible with respect to the
efficiency loss if these events would be thrown away.
4.2.3 Two Muon Events
There are three types of matched sub-detector objects passing the quality cuts described in the
previous two sections which are called muons:
1. An inner tracker track has at least one uniquely matched muon chamber track. The highest
momentum muon chamber track matched to the inner tracker track has a momentum greater
than the pre-selection momentum cut, 10GeV. The calorimeter information is ignored.
2. An inner tracker track with 10GeV or more momentum has at least one uniquely matched,
minimum ionizing compatible electromagnetic calorimeter bump and has at least one uniquely
matched, minimum ionizing compatible hadronic calorimeter energy deposit.
3. An inner tracker track with 10GeV or more momentum has at least one uniquely matched,
minimum ionizing compatible electromagnetic calorimeter bump or has at least one uniquely
matched, minimum ionizing compatible hadronic calorimeter energy deposit.
These are called "muon chamber" muons, "double calorimeter" muons, and "single calorimeter"
muons, in descending order of priority. Figure 23 is a breakdown of the two muon candidates
event types in the 183GeV data set. Notice how the majority of the events are identified with at
least one muon in the muon chambers. It was cross-checked that the measurement can be made
with the backup double and single calorimeter muons alone, albeit with 35% larger statistical error.
Foreshadowing the rest of the chapter, cuts are also made on the muon pair opening angle which must
be more that 900, the scintillator time differences, and the highest muon momentum; all increase
the signal purity.
4.3 Backgrounds
The breakdown of the backgrounds in the selected events are found in Table 7. The largest physics
background is the two photon background at high energy in the VW > 10%v/ sample, which is
simply explained by the boost of the Z in the "return-to-Z" events increasing at high energy. The
"return-to-Z" events become less and less distinguishable from two photon events based on the muon
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Figure 23: Event types in the 183GeV data set. From left to right in order of decreasing priority:
two muon chamber muons (2m), one muon chamber muon + one double calorimeter muon (1m1d),
one muon chamber muon + one single calorimeter muon (imls), two double calorimeter muons (2d),
one double calorimeter + one single calorimeter muon (1dls).
polar angles alone at high energy. Note how the W-pair background increases after threshold. The
Tau-pair background slowly increases with increasing / because of the fixed momentum cut used
in the analysis.
The bias in the vR estimate, sometimes called "feed-through" or "ISR contamination", is caused
by e+e- -+ pC+- (ny) events with small muon pair invariant mass which are assigned to the high v'
sample. It is treated as a "background" to the signal, but in fact, one is just unfolding the spectrum.
Since the separation between high energy and the "return-to-Z" events improves at higher V, the
correction decreases with increasing ,.
4.3.1 Cosmic Ray Background
On the Z pole, the cosmic ray background contamination [92, 93] was determined to be a 0.15% of
the candidate events. At 183GeV, the cross section for back to back muons is reduced by a factor 500.
Clearly, a new strategy had to be developed, or a precise measurement of the e+e - -+ z+/- (ny) cross
section could not be made. Three things were changed in the present analysis to keep the cosmic
ray contamination down to the percent level: the momentum cuts, the vertex cuts, and the timing
cuts. The price to pay for tighter cuts is a slight increase in the systematic error which is by far
outweighed by the factor 100 decrease in the cosmic ray contamination.
Since the cosmic ray momentum spectra falls like 1/p3osmic [21], the 10GeV pre-selection mo-
mentum cut is required on both muon candidates in an event. One muon must be measured to have
at least 40GeV momentum. Past analysis [94, 92, 93, 95] only cut on one muon's momentum. As
was already mentioned, the inner tracker has x 100pm resolution in the R - 0 plane, so a tight cut
Relative Background Contamination in Event Candidates, in %
s + ,r - I W + W -  e+ e - + ji - Iq+q -  ZZ Ze+e - I , Q,  I Cosmic Total
Cut: S, > 0.1Vfs
130 1.26 .00 2.29 .00 .00 .01 .25 .40 4.21
136 1.20 .00 1.98 .00 .00 .00 .43 .40 4.00
161 1.79 .06 5.86 .00 .00 .00 .44 .40 8.55
172 1.92 .31 7.90 .00 .00 .00 .43 .40 10.96
183 1.94 .48 9.57 .00 .00 .01 .28 .40 12.68
Forward Events
130 1.30 .00 1.28 .00 .00 .00 .16 .20 2.94
136 .86 .00 1.47 .00 .00 .00 .27 .20 2.80
161 1.80 .05 3.98 .00 .00 .00 .31 .20 6.34
172 2.04 .34 4.74 .00 .00 .00 .31 .20 7.63
183 1.96 .61 5.79 .00 .00 .02 .17 .20 8.75
Backward Events
130 .93 .00 3.15 .00 .00 .00 .49 .20 4.76
136 1.32 .00 2.07 .00 .00 .00 .61 .20 4.20
161 1.48 .06 6.22 .00 .00 .01 .53 .20 8.49
172 1.29 .21 9.61 .00 .00 .01 .56 .20 11.88
183 1.63 .24 10.89 .00 .00 .01 .40 .20 13.37
Cut: s' > 0.85\fs
130 1.48 .00 .47 .00 .00 .01 11.26 .30 13.51
136 1.55 .00 1.21 .00 .00 .00 9.72 .30 12.78
161 2.13 .03 2.41 .00 .00 .00 7.07 .30 11.95
172 2.26 .21 2.68 .00 .00 .00 6.62 .30 12.07
183 2.46 .34 4.42 .00 .00 .00 5.11 .30 12.63
Forward Events
130 1.49 .00 .33 .00 .00 .00 8.57 .20 10.59
136 1.12 .00 .59 .00 .00 .00 6.68 .20 8.59
161 2.09 .03 1.45 .00 .00 .00 5.51 .20 9.27
172 2.30 .20 .59 .00 .00 .00 5.59 .20 8.88
183 2.41 .40 2.51 .00 .00 .00 4.50 .20 10.02
Backward Events
130 1.20 .00 1.02 .00 .00 .00 19.22 .20 21.64
136 1.65 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 19.29 .20 21.14
161 1.98 .06 3.62 .00 .00 .02 12.69 .20 18.56
172 1.52 .17 6.43 .00 .00 .00 10.53 .20 18.86
183 2.25 .15 5.98 .00 .00 .02 7.43 .20 16.03
Table 7: The percentage of background contamination at the different F obtained
from SM MC and detector simulation.
of 800pm on at least one of the muons is used; furthermore, all muons satisfy the pre-selection inner
tracker DCA constraint.
A final cosmic ray rejection cut is on the barrel scintillator times. For every muon candidate, the
smallest of the three scintillator times closest in the phi projection is attached to it. If both muons
are in the barrel and one is above 11.250 from the horizontal plane and one is below 11.25' from the
horizontal plane and both have a time of flight corrected time greater than 3.0ns from zero the event
is rejected as a cosmic ray. If the acollinearity of the two muons is less than ten degrees and the
difference of their time of flight corrected times is between -10ns and -4ns (cosmic rays could have
between -9ns and -5ns time of flights), the event is rejected as an unambiguous cosmic ray. Events
having only one scintillator time are accepted if the time of flight corrected time is less than 3.0ns
from zero.
The flatness of the muon chamber track angular distributions after the selection cuts demon-
strates the effectiveness of the cosmic ray rejection (Figure 24). The residual cosmic ray contamina-
tion was determined by using the events which pass all of the cuts except the inner tracker vertex
cuts. The estimate was cross-checked by a visual scan of the selected events and by counting the
number of selected events between the negative ten to four nano-second band.
4.4 Selected Event Distributions
The 0, ¢, highest momentum muon (phigh), muon pair opening angle, /W, and muon pair invariant
mass distributions are found in Figure 25. In the 0 and ¢ distributions there are two entries per event.
In the other four distributions, there is one entry per event. The sum of the MC background and
the MC signal plus background distributions are plotted for comparison with the data distributions.
The small cosmic ray background estimate is not included in the MC sum.
The agreement with Monte Carlo is acceptable given the statistics of the data set. A detailed
investigation of the structure in the cos 0 and momentum distributions, which catch the eye, revealed
no peculiarities. The cross section one would have measured had one chosen a different value of the
momentum cut or a different polar angle cut off in the detector is plotted (Figure 26) as a ratio with
the measured cross section at the nominal cut. At each cut value, the potential one sigma statistical
error due to the change in the number of events, oc iNut -N 0o , is plotted. To be conservative,
the variation caused by the 0 and momentum cut is accounted for by assigning one half the largest
(statistically significant) deviation, or e 5%, as a systematic error in Section 5. Variations in all of
the other cut variables were checked to have a negligible effect on the measured quantities, except
for the vertex cuts, which are treated separately (Section 4.3.1), since there is no cosmic ray Monte
Carlo.
The efficiency of using the v1 estimator instead of the muon pair invariant mass for measuring
the cross section can also be seen in Figure 25. Even though the background contamination in the
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high muon invariant mass sample is small, the product of the purity and efficiency is 25% less than
in the vj distribution at an equivalent cut because of the momentum resolution.
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5 Results
5.1 Cross Section
The formula for the measured cross section is
Ncand - Nbkg (15)
f Ldt - i ei
Ncand is the number of candidate events selected by the analysis (Section 4). Nbk9 is the number of
background events estimated to be contained in the candidate events,
Nbkg = N7T + NWW + Neep + Nqq+ Nzz + Nzee + Nbias + Ncosmic. (16)
All are obtained using Standard Model Monte Carlos, except for the cosmic ray contamination,
Ncosmic. Table 7 lists the background contaminations at the different energies and V cuts. f £dt
is the integrated luminosity of the data sample (Table 5), and the product fi ej is a product of
the efficiency due to acceptance times the efficiency caused by the trigger; they are uncorrelated
(Appendix B).
One should never rely blindly on Monte Carlo. As a simple cross check of the efficiency for the
v/; 7 > 0.85\/F cross section measurement, one can use Equation 6 and integrate in polar angle up to
24 degrees, the edge of the endcap muon chambers. The phi detection gaps can be ignored because
of the two backup calorimeter muon selections. The resulting x 90% efficiency due to detector
acceptance alone can be compared with the NR > 0.85dFi efficiencies in Table 8; keeping track of
the details with the Monte Carlo detector simulation makes a difference in the final results at the
few percent level.
The errors on the MC efficiency calculations are determined by assuming a binomial distribution
of selected and skipped Monte Carlo events and that the calculated efficiency is an unbiased estimator
of the real efficiency,
S= N C d/NMC (17)
S, NMctotal
See Table 8 for the final result, or graphically, in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: The measured cross section at \i > 10% and 85%Vs cuts (solid circles
and squares). Error bars statistical only. SM prediction, ZFITTER 5.00, is shown.
Selected previous lower energy measurements are also plotted [10, 96]
Cross Section Results
Events: V_ > 0.1V_
/ [GeV] Ncand %Bkg. eacc o [pb] A ,at[pb] Alst [pb] asM [pb]
130 99 4.21 .657 24.26 2.54 1.21 22.05
136 67 4.00 .638 17.66 2.25 .88 18.74
161 87 8.55 .611 12.46 1.45 .62 11.21
172 67 10.96 .601 10.21 1.39 .51 9.49
183 324 12.68 .593 9.14 .57 .46 8.19
Events: s' > 0.85
s [GeV] Ncand %Bkg. Eacc o [pb] Asat [pb] AO'st [pb] aSM [Pb]
130 54 13.51 .871 9.10 1.41 .46 8.19
136 35 12.78 .836 6.32 1.24 .32 7.06
161 40 11.95 .821 4.01 .73 .20 4.48
172 33 12.07 .822 3.57 .71 .18 3.82
183 164 12.63 .804 3.38 .30 .17 3.31
Table 8: The measured cross section.
5.2 Forward-Backward Asymmetry
The forward-backward asymmetry, Afb, can be measured in the same way as the cross section. Use
equation 4 and replace the cross sections by the background subtracted and efficiency corrected
number of events:
Nfand bkg cand bkg
f Idt.l, e f Cdt.f1, Eb
Afb- Neand_Nkg Ncand_Nbkg
f rI;, + AP. rIN.
The acceptance, charge confusion probability, and the effect of background with asymmetries differ-
ent than the signal are automatically taken care off. See Table 9 for the final result, or graphically,
in Figure 28. Notice how ay + ab in Table 9 corresponds to a in Table 8 to well within the statistical
error, A'tat, of a.
5.3 Z' Mass and Coupling Limits
One can use the measured cross section and forward-backward asymmetry (Figures 27 and 28) at the
high V 7' cut to put limits on the mass an additional Z' boson might have. The return-to-Z events
are cut away with the high /-' cut to increase the sensitivity to Z' propagator effects [97]. As an
illustration, if one chooses gZ' = a = -0.59, and v' = -0.04, their Standard Model Z boson
values, a 95% confidence limit on the Z' mass Mz, > 315GeVis obtained using this measurement
alone. The L3 limit using all channels is 805GeV [98] which is 115GeV higher than the current CDF
Standard Model Z' limit [36] of Mz, > 690GeV.
There is a simple scaling law [99] which indicates the Z' mass limit will improve with increasing
center of mass energy and luminosity as (sL)1. If the LEP energy is raised to 200GeV and the
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Figure 28: The measured Afb at vR > 10% and 85%fs cuts (solid circles and squares).
Error bars statistical only. SM prediction, ZFITTER 5.00, is shown. Selected previous
lower energy measurements are also plotted [10, 96]
Afb Results
Events: VW > 0.1V
N j  Nb %bkgf %bkgb Ef Eb af [pb] crb [pb] Afb A stat A "Is As
130 67 25 2.9 4.8 .62 .59 17.63 6.73 .448 .093 .022 .299
136 44 20 2.8 4.2 .60 .58 12.52 5.82 .365 .116 .018 .300
161 49 26 6.3 8.5 .57 .53 7.73 4.30 .285 .110 .014 .289
172 34 25 7.6 11.9 .55 .51 5.77 4.57 .116 .129 .006 .289
183 194 79 8.8 13.4 .53 .50 6.40 2.54 .432 .055 .022 .288
Events: Vs' > 0.85Vi
/ N1  Nb %bkgf %bkgb Ef eb af [pb] 0 b [pb] Afb stat Asyst f, Af
130 44 6 10.6 21.6 .75 1.12 8.98 .53 .888 .092 .044 .714
136 26 7 8.6 21.1 .71 1.08 5.84 .85 .746 .142 .037 .695
161 24 9 9.3 18.6 .70 .93 2.90 .72 .600 .155 .030 .623
172 20 9 8.9 18.9 .70 .88 2.63 .86 .509 .172 .025 .606
183 109 34 10.0 16.0 .67 .86 2.78 .61 .639 .071 .032 .591
Table 9: The measured Asymmetry.
integrated luminosity is increased by a factor ten to 500pb-1, one could expect at least a factor 2
improvement in the mz, limit by the year 2000 4.
5.4 Excited Lepton Search
A search for excited muon pair production,*ip*, and single excited muon production,Ip*jL, with
subsequent photon de-excitation (Section 2.4.2) was made using the 183GeV data set. Published
search results exist for the lower energy data at LEP [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. Taking the set
of pre-selected events, the exact same procedure is followed as in Section 4 to select events with two
muons: the same DCA cuts, the same energy cuts in the calorimeters, the same matching algorithm,
etc. However, the 900 acollinearity cut (Figure 25) is removed and the momentum cut is fixed to
its pre-selection value, 10GeV; relaxing these two cuts increases the search efficiency. Only photons
with greater than 20GeV energy are used to make the muon-photon invariant mass spectrum, in
order to reduce the FSR background to the search.
The result of the search for pair-production of excited muons in the 183GeV data is shown in
Figure 30. No data events pass the cuts. The Monte Carlo expectation is that 0.8 multiple hard
radiative events would pass the selection cuts and mimic excited muon pair production. Only one
data event has two photons with energy greater than 20GeV, but the event is not a candidate because
one of the two muons does not pass the momentum cut. The event with two photons and two muons
4Off the Z peak and ignoring the coupling strength, the size of the ratio of the Z'-y interference to the photon
propagator is s/(M2 , - s). Let O be an observable quantity. To detect a Z' from a deviation of 0, one needs:
AOz,/O > s/(M2 , - s), but AOstat/O = 1//-, and N = a x L. With a , l/s, one has AOstat/O - NlL.
Assuming a heavy Mz,, Mz'limit O/AOstat , or Mzlirit - (sL) .
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Figure 29: x 2 /N of a fit of the cross section and asymmetry
a Z' has the exact same coupling to leptons as the SM Z.
data to a model in which
can be visually inspected in Figure 31. A Monte Carlo [100, 101, 39] with a 90GeVexcited muon at
FS =182.7GeVis also shown in the plot. In the Monte Carlo, it was assumed that excited leptons
have the same coupling as SM leptons to the Z and photon [102]. The cross section for excited
lepton pair production assuming SM coupling at this energy is 0.772pb. The selection efficiency
for the hypothetical excited muon, p*, is 0.76. The 95% upper limit confidence level on the cross
section times branching ratio of a 90GeV p* into a muon and photon is 0.02pb. Another analysis [103]
recently found similar results.
One can also search for single production of excited muons, Figure 32. The same procedure is
followed as in the double production search except that the photon is required to be in the barrel
region of the electromagnetic calorimeter, sin 0 > 0.707, which eliminates most of the ISR. The SM
expectation is 15.25 events after cuts, or 30.5 entries in the histogram, which could be compared with
the 18 events selected in the data. pp* production with a j* mass less than 90GeV has already been
ruled out by LEP1 data alone [21]. Between 90GeVand 165GeV, the single p* selection efficiency is
close to 61%, but it drops precipitously as the p* mass approaches the beam energy because of the
pre-selection muon momentum cut. The cross section times branching ratio limits for three mass
ranges are seen in Figure 32. The limits are less stringent than the excited lepton pair limits because
of the large SM "background".
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Figure 30: The My invariant mass of events with two muons and two photons. No
data event satisfies the cuts. The SM Monte Carlo (Tables 1 and 2) luminosity weighted
expectation is 0.8 events. Also shown is a Monte Carlo with a 90GeV p* in which it is
assumed the excited muon couples to the photon and Z with the same strength as a SM
lepton [102]. The excited muon pair selection efficiency for the search, determined from
the excited lepton Monte Carlo is 0.76. The shape of the excited lepton distribution
is cause by the ghost combination (four entries per event because of the two possible
pairings) and the detector resolution.
Event # 2337 Total Energy: 177.00 GeV
P : 55 GeV
Figure 31: The only event with two photons passing the 20GeV energy cut; the event is not selected
as an excited muon-pair candidate event because one muon does not pass the 10GeV momentum
cut. The two sets of muon-photon invariant mass combinations are: a) 107 and 31GeVand b) 92
and 31GeV. The invariant mass of the two photons is 82.5GeV. Note: the bad Z vertex fit of the
lower momentum muon track is the result of a hard multiple scattering in the hadron calorimeter.
In addition, the momentum of the low momentum track is also measured to be 6GeV in the inner
tracker which eliminates the possibility of a poor momentum fit in the muon chambers and confirms
the event is not an excited muon-pair.
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Figure 32: The M,, invariant mass of events with two muons and one photon. There
are 18 events in the data, i.e. 36 entries in the histogram. The SM Monte Carlo
luminosity weighted expectation is 15.25 events (30.5 entries). Limits on the cross
section times branching ratio for electromagnetic de-excitation of the excited muon are
shown for three ranges.
6 Summary
The cross section and forward-backward charge asymmetry for the process e+e - -+ +p-(n-y) have
been measured at the highest center of mass energies to date, which ranged from 130 to 183GeV.
The data was obtained from 85pb - 1 of integrated luminosity collected with the L3 detector. The
measurements agree with the Standard Model prediction in the new high energy range explored:
XSM/N = .61 with 10 degrees of freedom. A mass limit on an additional heavy, neutral gauge boson
of Mz, > 315GeV is set using muon pair production alone, rising to Mz, > 805GeV when all final
states are considered. Excited muon pair-production with electromagnetic coupling is excluded up
to 183GeV at the 95% CL: a, x Br. r < 0.02pb, and single excited muon production is excluded
in the mass range 140 GeV < M~* < 165 GeV at the 95% CL: o,, x Br,,y < 0.10pb.
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A Additional Figures
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Appendix B
B Uncorrelated Trigger Approximation
The backup trigger (energy x inner tracker) to the muon trigger covers a larger solid angle than
the muon trigger; consequently, for trigger studies, it is required that the candidate muon pair event
have at least one selected muon track reconstructed in the muon chambers. As a result, detection
gaps between the muon chambers are not included as trigger inefficiency. After the events in the
detection gaps are eliminated, let Nmuon and Nbackup define the sets of events with muon chamber
triggers and backup muon triggers, respectively. Schematically, on has:
Ntotal = Nmuon.OR.Nbackup
Nboth = Nmuon.AND.Nbackup
Ntotal is the total number of events and Nboth are the events with both triggers. The following
relations are true if the triggers are uncorrelated:
Yboth
Cmuon -
Nbackup
Nboth
Ebackup 
-
Nmuon
Elevell Emuon + Ebackup - EmuonEbackup
=Em Eon(1 - Emuon)
Nbackup
Ebackup(1 
- Ebackup)
ebackup on
oElevel = [(1 - emuon)backp ]2 + [(1 - Ebackup) muon 2
Appendix C
C level-1 Muon Trigger
The level-1 muon trigger consists of two major branches, the barrel muon trigger processor [71, 72]
and the endcap muon trigger processor [104]. The processors are physically independent from one
another, although intermediate results from the barrel muon trigger processor are sent to the endcap
muon trigger processor. One of the author's roles at L3 consisted of maintaining and monitoring
the level-1 muon trigger processors.
C.1 Barrel Muon Trigger
The amplified and discriminated timing signals originating from the P and Z chamber wires are
picked off by receivers before being encoded by TDCs and sent to trigger cards which, to reduce the
number of channels by a factor of two, make a logical .OR. of neighboring wire pairs. The 120 wires
in a Z chamber become 60 "trigger wires" for the trigger processor. The P chambers cells with 16,
24, and 16 wires have 8, 12, and 8 equivalent "trigger wires" per cell.
The .OR.ed signals are latched every beam crossing. The characteristic drift time in the P and
Z drift chamber cells is used for gating the latch. Before 1994, the exact value or the trigger latches
were 1.31pIs and 2.41ps for P and Z wires. The gates were increased to 2.09Is and 3.19ips to handle
multiple closely spaced particle bunches in the so called bunch train mode running of LEP in 1995.
The threshold for a P chamber cell to become a trigger hit is two "trigger wires". The threshold
for a Z chamber cells to become a trigger hit is obviously only one "trigger wire".
The triggered cells, i.e. the ones satisfying the threshold requirement, are sent into data arrays
which function as one to one buffer maps in RAM memory of the chamber's cell structure. Pro-
grammable Logic Units (PLUs) have access to these memories. The PLUs check 165 P and 148 Z
track patterns in the P (R-0) and Z projection of each octant. A track pattern or "road" is a
combination of cell hits from a 2GeV (or more) track originating from the vertex. There are track
patterns which cross over into neighboring octants, so a PLU has access to three octants worth of
data arrays.
There are three types of level-1 barrel muon triggers: the dimuon trigger, the small angle dimuon
trigger, and the single muon trigger. Each has its own coincidence pattern checked in the 3 P and
4 Z layers for the 165 P and 148 Z track patterns in each octant (Table 10). In the Z chambers, it
is also recorded if the coincidence was in the first set of 74 Z track patterns (backward hemisphere)
or in the last set of 74 Z track patterns (forward hemisphere).
For the single muon trigger, after the track pattern search, 165-fold and 148-fold logical .OR.s
Barrel Track Pattern Coincidence
Sub-trigger P coincidence Z coincidence
Single muon trigger 2 out of 3 layers 3 out of 4 layers
Dimuon trigger 2 out of 3 layers No requirement
Small angle dimuon trigger First layer 1 out of 2 first layers
Table 10: Barrel muon chamber layer coincidence requirements to be satisfied by at
least one of the 165 P and 148 Z track patterns. The 313 track patterns are checked in
each of the 8 barrel muon octants every beam crossing.
are made from the P and Z track pattern coincidence decisions in each of the 8 octants. If there is a
P and Z trigger component in the same octant, the single muon trigger fires. For the dimuon trigger,
165-fold logical .OR.s are made out of the P track pattern coincidence decisions in each octant. Any
two octants with P trigger components except adjacent octants fire the dimuon trigger. The single
muon trigger and dimuon trigger P track pattern coincidence conditions happen to be the same. For
the small angle dimuon trigger, 165-fold logical .OR.s are made of the P track pattern coincidence
decisions in each octant. Forward and backward 74-fold logical .OR.s are made out of the Z track
pattern coincidence decisions in each octant. A P-Z match forward and a P-Z match backward fires
the small angle dimuon trigger. The match must be back-to-back ± one octant in phi. The final
level-i barrel muon chamber trigger is the logical .OR. of the three sub-trigger decisions.
The last component to the level-1 barrel muon trigger consists of the barrel scintillators [58].
Whenever any one of the 30 barrel scintillator counters has a trigger hit in coincidence with a level-1
barrel muon chamber trigger, the event is sent to level-2. Clearly, one prefers not use the barrel
scintillators as part of the level-1 "barrel muon chamber" trigger decision because of detection gaps
in the horizontal plane. Also, the barrel scintillators end at a polar angle of 340 whereas the barrel
muon chambers end at a polar angle of 240. The barrel small angle dimuon trigger is thereby clipped
off at a polar angle of 34' .
The barrel scintillator coincidence requirement is included because the level-1 trigger throughput
of the system is limited to 25Hz by the hadron calorimeter DAQ. Reading out the muon chamber
triggers at 20 Hz instead of 2Hz (which is the reduction factor caused by .AND.ing the barrel muon
chamber trigger with the barrel scintillators), would result in an unacceptable 50% deadtime in the
readout. One in ten beam crossings has a superimposed Uranium noise hit in the scintillators, hence
the majority of the barrel muon triggers sent to level-2 are Uranium noise hits in the scintillators
in coincidence with out-of-time cosmic rays in the barrel muon chambers. These noise triggers are
rejected with 75% efficiency by the higher trigger levels.
C.2 Endcap Muon Trigger
Resistive plate chambers (RPCs), endcap scintillators, barrel scintillators, endcap muon chambers
trigger hits, and elements composed of barrel muon chamber trigger cells are all used as ingredi-
ents for the level-1 endcap muon trigger algorithm. Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories
(EPROMs) are used instead of PLUs. There are nine types of endcap muon triggers, five dimuon
triggers and four single muon triggers [105, 104].
The RPCs are attached to the outer two layers of the endcap muon chambers. A track pattern
matrix between the two layers pointing to the L3 vertex is checked for coincidence in the two layers.
The RPC gates are 90ns wide around the beam crossing [54]. There are 16 RPC trigger decisions
made in total, 8 in the forward octants and 8 in the backward octants.
The endcap scintillators (Figure 15) use the same gating as the barrel scintillators [79]. There
are 16 on the forward side and 16 on the backward side. As opposed to the level-1 barrel muon
trigger, the level-i endcap muon trigger processor performs a matching with the barrel and endcap
scintillator hits.
The track pattern search in the endcap muon chambers is much simpler than in the barrel; the
entire chamber is the track pattern. Eight timing hits anywhere in a chamber cause the endcap
chamber trigger to fire, hence there are in total 16x 2 x 3 endcap muon chamber triggers.
The barrel muon chamber trigger processor sends many intermediate results to the endcap muon
trigger processor; a logical .OR. of the MI trigger cells in each octant; a logical .OR. of the MM
trigger cells in each octant; the P component of the single and dimuon barrel sub-triggers of each
octant; a logical .OR. of the forward innermost two Z chambers layer trigger cell hits in each octant;
a logical .OR. of the backward innermost two Z chambers layer trigger cell hits in each octant; and
the sixteen barrel small angle dimuon trigger sub-trigger decisions.
There are four endcap single muon triggers (Table 11), each one being the logical .OR. of 16
sub-decisions, 8 forward and 8 backward. Three of the four single muon triggers cover 24 to 34
degrees: RPC .AND. endcap scintillator, RPC .AND. endcap muon chamber trigger, and endcap
scintillator .AND. endcap muon chamber. All combinations of two out of three were chosen to
reduce inefficiencies. The remaining single muon trigger covers the 34 to 45 degree region, picking
up exactly where the barrel single muon trigger stops, at 45 degrees. Slightly more complicated
than the previous three, it is composed of the following trigger hits: barrel scintillator .AND. the
innermost barrel P layer .AND. one of the innermost two barrel Z layers .AND. the innermost
endcap muon chamber .AND. either the middle endcap muon chamber .OR. the middle barrel
muon chamber.
The dimuon triggers are listed in Table 11. The collinearity requirements have been set to their
loosest possible values. A muon anywhere in the forward half along with a second muon anywhere
in the backward half will fire the trigger. The same is true when both muons are forward or both
Endcap Single Muon Triggers
RPC .AND. endcap scintillator
RPC .AND. endcap muon chamber
endcap scintillator .AND. endcap muon chamber
barrel scintillator .AND. endcap muon chamber .AND. barrel muon chamber
Endcap Dimuon Triggers
First muon Second muon
RPC forward (backward) RPC backward (forward)
RPC forward (backward) RPC forward (backward)
EC sci. forward (backward) small angle barrel backward (forward)
EC sci. forward (backward) small angle barrel forward (backward)
EC sci fwb ch. forward (backward) RPC backward (forward)
fwb ch-endcap sci forward (backward) fwb ch-endcap sci. backward (forward)
fwb ch-endcap sci forward (backward) fwb ch-endcap sci. forward (backward)
RPC barrel P track
Table 11: Endcap muon triggers.
muons are backward except when the triggered octants are neighbors. The RPC dimuon trigger
with both muons on the forward side or both muons on the backward side, however, is much too
sensitive to low energy LEP background and has always been disabled. Because of the last endcap
dimuon trigger listed in Table 11, the "endcap" dimuon triggers cover the entire fiducial volume of
the muon detector as long as there is at least one endcap muon.
The dimuon triggers are not composed of single muon triggers, for the single muon triggers have
been made tight in order to keep the background low. Tight single muon triggers and loose dimuon
trigger are complementary when triggering on W+W - or +/-.
The total level-1 endcap muon trigger rates is the logical .OR. of the 9 sub-triggers just described.
The typical level-1 endcap muon trigger rate is 1Hz, but is sensitive to poor beam conditions rising
occasionally to as much as 5Hz. 50% of the level-1 endcap muon triggers are rejected by the level-3
trigger (Level-2 is by-passed, for the trigger information is already efficiently used by level-1.).
C.3 Discussion
The barrel muon trigger processor is extremely flexible. The barrel PLUs are loaded with the trigger
algorithm before every physics fill. Fortunately, the flexibility has not yet been needed, for the LEP
background conditions have been quite good. The endcap EPROMs have to be re-burned to change
the algorithm, but there are enable bits which allow one tighten the the sub-triggers. The system
integration would have been better if, when the endcap muon chambers were installed, the barrel
trigger processors would have been eliminated. The majority of the barrel intermediate decisions are
already sent to the endcap trigger processor, and EPROMs greatly reduce the number of wires and
the number of modules. On the other hand, if ever the trigger algorithm would have to be changed,
the EPROMs must re-burned, which is unacceptable during a physics run. Another solution would
have been to use Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), a newer technology which is quickly
becoming the standard. With FPGAs, one has complete flexibility and a small number of external
wires, the advantages of both systems.
A FORTRAN package simulating the trigger processor's algorithm can be obtained from the
author by request (bryan.smith@cern.ch).
mz mt mH 1/a(mz) I a, GF
91188.1 MeV 175.6 GeV 300 GeV 128.896 0.1221 1.66388 -10 - 5 GeV-
Table 12: Input for the MC.
Table 13: For
predictions.
completeness, ZFITTER version 5.0 parameters used to obtain Standard Model
Appendix D
D Monte Carlo
The input to the Monte Carlo for obtaining Standard Model predictions are listed in Table 12. In
addition, the exact ZFITTER program [31, 28, 32, 27] parameters used for SM predictions can be
found in Table 13. By examining the shape and ratio of the event generator, KORALZ [30], and the
semi-analytical calculation, ZFITTER, (Figure 37) one concludes the efficiency calculations would
be biased if the ZFITTER predictions at the settings in Table 13 are accurate. KORALZ makes
higher order QED calculations only in the absence of ISR-FSR interference. KORALZ also makes
approximations in the calculation of the FSR contribution (hence the sharpening at the Z peak). If
one sets the ZFITTER parameters INTF = 0 and FINR = 0, corresponding to neglecting initial-
final state interference and approximation the final state radiation contribution by a correction factor
(instead of working out the complete convolution integral) the agreement with KORALZ improves
(Figure 38). The programs used to obtain the background estimates in the events candidates are
listed in Table 14.
ZFITTER flag values
AFBC 1 SCAL 0 SCRE 0 AMT4 3 BORN 0
BOXD 1 CONV 1 FINR 1 FOT2 3 GAMS 1
INCL 0 INTF 1 BARB 2 PART 0 POWR 1
PRNT 1 ALEM 2 QCDC 2 VPOL 1 WEAK 1
FTJR 1 EXPR 0 EXPF 0 HIGS 0 AFMT 1
ZFITTER and KORALZ Comparison
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Figure 37: Comparison of KORALZ and ZFITTER at V =183GeV. Because of the cut
in the KORALZ event generator at very low p+-(n) invariant mass, the KORALZ
number of events is normalized to the ZFITTER Vr > O.1v cross section value.
The structure around the return to Z events is caused by KORALZ approximation the
FSR radiation contribution. The difference above NR > .9V is caused by KORALZ
neglecting ISR-FSR interference. Notice the log scale on the upper left plot and the
suppressed zero in all of the plots.
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Figure 38: Same as Figure 37, except ZFITTER parameters INTF = 0 and FINR = 0.
As expected, agreement improves. Notice the log scale on the upper left plot and the
suppressed zero in all of the plots.
Reaction Monte Carlo --
Primary backgrounds
r7+- (7) KoralZ [30]
W+W- (ny) KoralW [106, 107]
e+e-/+t -  Diag36 [108]
Secondary backgrounds
q q- JETSET [109, 110]
ZZ JETSET [109, 110]
Ze+e-  JETSET [109, 110]
Extremely small backgrounds
e+e-T+T- Diag36 [108]
All other four fermion. EXCALIBUR [111]
Table 14: Set of Monte Carlo generators employed for background estimation.
Appendix E
E The Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions
E.1 Historical Overview
Quantum electrodynamics, QED, pioneered in the 1940s by Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga [112,
113, 114] was "renormalizable", i.e. infinities in propagators could be controlled such that high
precision predictions of processes involving charged particles and photons could be made. Could a
theory be developed for the weak nuclear force? Schwinger made the first attempt in 1957 [115]
to unite electromagnetic interactions of QED with the weak nuclear force. In this model, weak
interactions were mediated by massive charged vector particles. Glashow [116] and Salam [117]
independently proposed a similar model which included the idea of gauge invariance, first proposed
by Yang and Mills in 1954 [118]. As well as the charged mediators, called W + and W-, this
model featured a massive neutral mediating particle, the Zo, although neutral weak currents had
not yet been observed. The masses of these particles were put in by hand and the theory was not
renormalizable.
A method of "generating" gauge boson masses in a more natural way was found by Higgs [119,
120, 121] building on the work of Goldstone [122]. The Higgs mechanism led to the presence of
massive scalars, Higgs particles. In 1967, Weinberg [123] and Salam [124] independently published
an electroweak model for leptons using the Higgs mechanism. An extension to the quark sector
was made by Glashow, Illiopoulos and Maiani by the suggestion of an as yet unobserved fourth
quark [125]. The model was made anomaly free by introduction of the concept of color [126, 127]
The renormalizability of this theory was shown by 't Hooft [128].
The key to establishing the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam theory was the first observation of neutral
weak currents in 1973 [129]. The first direct observation of the W and Z particles in 1983 at their
predicted masses provided solid confirmation [130, 131]. Questions such as why there are three
fermion generations with a rapidly increasing mass hierarchy, how does one accommodate massive
neutrinos into the theory, and what is the structure of the, as of yet hypothetical, Higgs sector
are examples of outstanding, potentially interrelated, issues which need to be resolved by further
experimental work and theoretical interpretation.
E.2 Elements of Electroweak Theory
At present, matter is observed to consist of elementary fermions. An anti-particle exists for every
fermion. The fermions are divided into three generations, each one comprising two leptons and two
quarks. The mass is the only quantum number which distinguishes the generations. Quarks and
leptons are observed to interact by means of both charged and neutral currents. Parity violation
experiments show that the charged current interaction is of a V - A (vector - axial-vector) form,
so only the left handed fermion spinor field component interacts with the charged current, whereas
the neutral current has both left and right handed components. Interactions between the fermions
are presently described by means of gauge theories. The elementary particles of the gauge fields are
called gauge bosons.
Besides the fermion masses, quark mixing angles, and mass of the Higgs scaler, there are three
other free parameters in the Standard Model of Electroweak Interactions. Once the parameters
are set, comparison with experimental data can begin. The freedom to choose the remaining three
parameters is large, yet it is customary to choose the following set: the Fermi constant, G,, defined
by the muon lifetime; the fine structure constant at low energy, a, defined by Thomson scattering;
and sin2 Ow, the weak mixing angle. Assuming gauge invariant Higgs-gauge field interactions lead
to mass terms for the vector bosons, sin2 Ow describes the rotation of the basic SU(2) and U(1)
fields W, and B,, which yield the mass diagonalized photon, Z, and W fields:
A1  = B ,cosOw - W 3 sin w
Z, = B, sin w+W3 cos0w
W,* = (W + W) .
The Higgs mechanism provides a relationship between Ow and the masses of the gauge bosons,
P M cos2 . (19)
In the minimal Standard Model p = 1. The coupling strengths g and g' of the SU(2) and U(1),
respectively, are related to the electromagnetic strength e = V4 , via:
g sin Ow = g' cos 9w = e (20)
Thus g and g' can be replaced by e and Ow, parameters determined by experiment; furthermore, by
requiring the calculations of weak charged current interactions to agree with the older Fermi V - A
theory, one sees how the three parameters are related to the mass of the W boson, Mw:
m7ra (21)
W - G, sin2 0w
The couplings of the photon, Z, and W, Figure 39, to fermions are given by -ieQfy,, iey, (vf -
af'y5 ), and iey,(1 - y5)/(2\/sin 0w), respectively. The photon propagator is -ig' /k 2 , and the W
f f f
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 39: Feynman graphs for (a) electromagnetic, (b) charged current, and (c) neutral current
interactions.
and Z propagator is i(-g" + -- )/(k 2 - M 2). The coupling constants vf and af are
If - 2Qf sin2  (22)
2 sin Ow cos Ow
2 sinOw cos w
where 13 is the third component of the weak isospin, Qj is the fermion charge. 13 is 1 for up type
quarks and neutrinos and -1 for all other fermions. v! and af just defined provide the connection
with the tree-level calculations presented in Section 2.1.1.
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